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Swimming Pool Fence

Swimming Pool Gate

Around the Swimming Pool Fence

Disclaimer

Has the pool been fully enclosed with fence over 1.2m high   (measured from the outside of the pool area)

Is the gate a minimum 1.2m in height?

A pool gate is required if the pool is going to be used while temporary fence is still in place.

Y/N    Has a pool gate been installed, if yes then complete following checklist

If part of the fence is a boundary fence then ensure that fence is over 1.8m, if not then completely enclose pool 

with temporary pool fence.

Does the gate open away from the pool area?

Check that no climbable objects are within 900mm from the top of the fence (Inside and Outside)

After being opened, does the gate swing back to the closed position on its own?

Check that the fence does not adjoin a building where there is a window or door into the pool area.

Does the gate latch automatically

Is the gap under the fence less than 100mm

Is the release button for the gate latch located at least 1.5m in height from the finished ground?

Are all gaps less than 100mm

Is the gate secure and doesn’t open even if a child were to climb on it?

Is the outside of the pool fence for a distance of 900mm clear of any objects that a child might use to climb the 

fence?

Is the inside of the pool fence clear of any objects that a child might use to climb the fence?

Hire Rite Temporary Fence will make all efforts to install the fence to comply with the Swimming Pool Act and Regulations. During the construction 
of a pool it is the home owners responsibility to ensure that the integrity of the installation is maintained.

Are all fence panels secured and/or clamped

Are all gaps between the gate, the fence and the ground less than 100mm?


